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The external appearance of the dodo (Raphus cucullatus) has been a source of
considerable intrigue as contemporaneous accounts or depictions are rare. The body mass
of the dodo has been particularly contentious, with the flightless pigeon alternatively
reconstructed as slim or overweight depending upon the skeletal metric used as the basis
for mass prediction. Resolving this dichotomy and obtaining a reliable estimate for mass is
essential before future analyses regarding dodo life history, physiology or biomechanics
can be conducted. Previous mass estimates of the dodo have relied upon predictive
equations based upon hind limb dimensions of extant pigeons. Yet the hind limb
proportions of dodo have been found to differ considerably from those of their modern
relatives, particularly with regards to midshaft diameter. Therefore, application of
predictive equations to unusually robust fossil skeletal elements may bias mass estimates.
We present a whole-body computed tomography (CT) -based mass estimation technique
for application to the dodo. We generate 3D volumetric renders of the articulated
skeletons of 20 species of extant pigeons, and wrap minimum-fit ‘convex hulls’ around
their bony extremities. Convex hull volume is subsequently regressed against mass to
generate predictive models based upon whole skeletons. Our best-performing predictive
model is characterized by high correlation coefficients and low mean squared error (a=-
2.31, b=0.90, r2=0.97, MSE=0.0046). When applied to articulated composite skeletons of
the dodo (National Museums Scotland, NMS.Z.1993.13; Natural History Museum, NHM
A.9040 and S/1988.50.1), we estimate eviscerated body masses of 8-10.8 kg. When
accounting for missing soft tissues, this may equate to live masses of 10.6-14.3 kg. Mass
predictions presented here fall towards the lower end of those previously published, and
support recent suggestions of a relatively slim dodo. CT-based reconstructions provide a
means of objectively estimating mass and body segment properties of extinct species
using whole articulated skeletons.
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12 Abstract

13 The external appearance of the dodo (Raphus cucullatus) has been a source of 

14 considerable intrigue as contemporaneous accounts or depictions are rare. The body 

15 mass of the dodo has been particularly contentious, with the flightless pigeon 

16 alternatively reconstructed as slim or overweight depending upon the skeletal metric 

17 used as the basis for mass prediction. Resolving this dichotomy and obtaining a reliable 

18 estimate for mass is essential before future analyses regarding dodo life history, 

19 physiology or biomechanics can be conducted.

20

21 Previous mass estimates of the dodo have relied upon predictive equations based upon 

22 hind limb dimensions of extant pigeons. Yet the hind limb proportions of dodo have 

23 been found to differ considerably from those of their modern relatives, particularly with 

24 regards to midshaft diameter. Therefore, application of predictive equations to unusually 

25 robust fossil skeletal elements may bias mass estimates. We present a whole-body 

26 computed tomography (CT) -based mass estimation technique for application to the 

27 dodo. We generate 3D volumetric renders of the articulated skeletons of 20 species of 

28 extant pigeons, and wrap minimum-fit ‘convex hulls’ around their bony extremities. 

29 Convex hull volume is subsequently regressed against mass to generate predictive 

30 models based upon whole skeletons. 

31

32 Our best-performing predictive model is characterized by high correlation coefficients 

33 and low mean squared error (a=-2.31, b=0.90, r2=0.97, MSE=0.0046). When applied to 

34 articulated composite skeletons of the dodo (National Museums Scotland, 
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35 NMS.Z.1993.13; Natural History Museum, NHM A.9040 and S/1988.50.1), we estimate 

36 eviscerated body masses of 8-10.8 kg. When accounting for missing soft tissues, this 

37 may equate to live masses of 10.6-14.3 kg. Mass predictions presented here fall 

38 towards the lower end of those previously published, and support recent suggestions of 

39 a relatively slim dodo. CT-based reconstructions provide a means of objectively 

40 estimating mass and body segment properties of extinct species using whole articulated 

41 skeletons.

42
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44 Introduction

45 Body mass (Mb) is a fundamental descriptor of an organism and co-varies with 

46 important ecological and physiological traits, such as population density, metabolism 

47 and cost-of-transport [1]. Key evolutionary scenarios, such as the origin of avian flight 

48 [2] and the extinction of island flightless avian species [3], have been diagnosed on the 

49 basis of estimated Mb. Therefore, the  reconstruction of body mass in extinct bird 

50 species is a subject of considerable interest within the palaeontological and evolutionary 

51 biology literature [2–6]. 

52

53 An often-applied technique for estimating the body mass of an extinct vertebrate has 

54 been to measure a skeletal dimension from modern species, such as femur 

55 circumference [7] or glenoid diameter [8], and apply this as the independent variable in 

56 a regression against body mass. However, ‘overdevelopment’ of the pelvic apparatus 

57 has been found to be significantly correlated with the flightless condition in extant birds 

58 [9]. Therefore, the application of mass prediction equations, based solely on hind limb 

59 material of flightless avian taxa, has been questioned in extinct species such as the 

60 moa [6]. 

61

62 The dodo (Raphus cucullatus) is an iconic representative of island flightlessness and 

63 human-induced extinction, and its external appearance has been a source of 

64 considerable intrigue due to the scarcity of contemporaneous accounts or depictions 

65 [10]. This extinct flightless columbiform was endemic to the island of Mauritius. 

66 However, the skeletal anatomy of the dodo is comparatively well known, and its pelvic 
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67 morphology has been thoroughly investigated. Hind limb bones of R. cucullatus have 

68 been found to differ considerably in both their length and width relative to their volant 

69 relatives [11, although see 12]. Yet previous attempts to estimate the body mass of the 

70 dodo have predominantly relied upon predictive equations derived solely from the hind 

71 limb metrics of extant species [13–15]. 

72 An alternative approach to mass estimation involves the reconstruction of 3D volumetric 

73 models. An early volumetric reconstruction of the dodo was conducted by physically 

74 sculpting a scale model of an individual and estimating volume via fluid displacement 

75 [12]. Whilst such volumetric techniques are less liable to bias by individual robust/gracile 

76 postcranial elements than traditional linear bivariate equations, they do inevitably 

77 involve some degree of artistic licence in the sculpting of soft tissue contours and 

78 require an estimate for fossil body density to be assigned. 

79 Following advances in 3D imaging technology, the use of digital skeletal models in 

80 mass estimation of fossil skeletons has become increasingly popular [16–19]. These 

81 studies typically involve the ‘wrapping’ of geometric shapes or lofted smooth surfaces 

82 around the skeleton in order to replicate the original soft tissue contour of the animal. 

83 Zero-density cavities such as lung and tracheal space may also be modeled [20]. 

84 However, similar to physical sculpting with clay, assumptions must still be made 

85 regarding body density and the extent of soft tissues beyond the skeleton. Therefore, it 

86 is essential that reconstructions are grounded within a quantitative understanding of 

87 extant species in order to avoid subjective modeling of soft tissues (both body and 

88 plumage). 
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89 Here we present new mass estimates for the dodo based on an alternative ‘convex hull’ 

90 volumetric reconstruction approach [21,22]. The convex hull (CH) of a set of points is 

91 defined as the smallest convex polytope that contains all said points, and intuitively can 

92 be thought of as a shrink-wrap fit around an object (see Figure 1). Application of the 

93 convex hulling technique to mass estimation does not involve any subjective 

94 reconstruction of soft tissue anatomy and solely relies upon the underlying skeleton. We 

95 calculate minimum convex hull volumes for a sample of composite articulated dodo 

96 skeletons, and convert these to body mass estimates using a computed tomography 

97 (CT) calibration dataset of 20 species of extant pigeon. To our knowledge, this is the 

98 first time such an extensive CT dataset of extant animals has been used to reconstruct 

99 the body mass of a fossil of an extinct species.
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100 Methods and Materials

101 The modern dataset consists of 20 columbiform individuals, spanning a wide variety of 

102 body sizes from a 70 g fruit dove (Ptilinopus) up to the largest extant pigeon, the 2 kg 

103 Victoria crowned pigeon (Goura victoria). We also cover a broad taxonomic range 

104 (including the closest extant relative of the dodo [23], the Nicobar pigeon (Caloenas 

105 nicobarica)). Frozen carcasses were sourced from National Museums Scotland, 

106 Edinburgh, and the University of Manchester (see Table 1). Carcasses were CT 

107 scanned at Leahurst Veterinary School, University of Liverpool, in a Toshiba Aquilion 

108 PRIME helical scanner at a slice thickness of 0.5mm and a pixel spacing of between 

109 0.24-0.51mm, depending on the maximum size of the specimen. 3D models of the 

110 skeletons were generated in Seg3D [24], using an automatic threshold with subsequent 

111 manual masking to remove the dense rachises attached to the forelimb.

112

113  Models were exported into Geomagic Studio (www.geomagic.com), where each 

114 skeleton was divided into functional units (skull, neck, trunk, humerus, radius+ulna, 

115 carpometacarpals, femur, tibiotarsus+fibula, tarsometatarsus, feet). The cervical series 

116 was further subdivided in order to achieve a tight-fitting hull around the curving neck. 

117 Minimum convex hulls were calculated in MATLAB (www.mathworks.com), using the 

118 ‘convhull’ function implementing the Quickhull (qhull) algorithm [25], and total convex 

119 hull volume was calculated as the sum of individual segment volumes (see Figure 1). 

120 Body mass was measured for each carcass, and the relationship between Mb and 

121 convex hull volume (CHvol) was estimated using ordinary least squares (OLS) 
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122 regression on log10 transformed data. As the purpose of the regression was to derive a 

123 predictive equation, a type-I regression, such as OLS, was deemed most appropriate 

124 [26]. Additionally we accounted for the statistical non-independence of phylogenetically-

125 related data points by carrying out phylogenetic generalized least squares (PGLS) 

126 regressions, implemented in MATLAB using ‘Regression2’ software [27]. A composite 

127 phylogeny was modified from Johnson et al. [28] and Heupink et al. [29], with all branch 

128 lengths equal to 1.

129

130 To reconstruct the body masses of articulated dodo skeletons, we generated 3D digital 

131 models of these specimens. The Edinburgh dodo (National Museums Scotland, 

132 NMS.Z.1993.13) was scanned using a Z+F Imager 5010 LiDAR (Light Detection And 

133 Range) scanner and reconstructed in the Z+F LaserControl software. The Natural 

134 History Museum (NHM), London specimens (Tring skeleton, S/1988.50.1; South 

135 Kensington specimen NHM A9040) were digitized using the photogrammetric technique 

136 detailed elsewhere [30,31] and reconstructed in VisualSFM [32]. Despite application of 

137 two alternative imaging techniques, previous studies have found the results obtained via 

138 photogrammetry and laser scanning to be comparable [30], and convex hull results to 

139 be insensitive to point cloud density [22,33]. 3D models of the dodo skeletons were 

140 cleaned up in Geomagic and subdivided into functional units. Our only intervention with 

141 the dodo models was to mirror the right hand side of the Edinburgh ribcage to account 

142 for missing ribs on its left side. Convex hulls were fitted according to the methodology 

143 applied to modern pigeons. 
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144 Results

145 Total convex hull volumes for the modern pigeons are reported in Table 1, and 

146 segment-specific CHvol values can be found in Supplementary Material S1. Convex hull 

147 models are available for download from http://www.animalsimulation.org. We found 

148 considerable variation between frozen pigeon specimens in the posture of the digits 

149 forming the foot i.e. adduction vs. abduction of the digits. This influenced the overall 

150 shape, and hence calculated CHvol, of the foot functional units (see Figure 1D). Given 

151 repositioning of the skeleton was not possible due to the frozen nature of the carcasses, 

152 here we report total CHvol values with and without feet included. External inspection of 

153 the carcasses suggested evisceration had been carried out on some specimens. Using 

154 CT scans the occurrence of evisceration was confirmed across our modern dataset (see 

155 Table 1). Therefore, we report separate predictive models derived from ‘eviscerated’ 

156 carcasses (n=13), ‘intact’ carcasses (n=7), and a third ‘combined’ model comprising 

157 both eviscerated and intact specimens (n=20).

158

159 The results of the OLS regression analyses are presented in Table 2, and 

160 phylogenetically corrected (PGLS) regressions are given in Supplementary Material S2 

161 alongside the composite phylogeny used in this analysis. PGLS regressions did not 

162 provide a better fit to the data than uncorrected OLS regressions (as determined by 

163 Akaike Information Criterion values, AIC) for the ‘eviscerated’ and ‘combined’ models 

164 (Table 2). However, a PGLS model was found to fit the ‘intact’ extant pigeon data better 

165 than an uncorrected OLS model (Table 2).

166
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167 Removing CHvol of the feet from the analyses had very little effect on the results of the 

168 regression, although mean squared error (MSE) decreased slightly in all models (Table 

169 2) and therefore only regression models minus feet are discussed any further in the text. 

170 Figure 2 illustrates a strong positive correlation between Mb and CHvol for the eviscerated 

171 specimens within the sample (a=-2.31, b=0.90, r2=0.97, MSE=0.0046). In contrast, the 

172 relationship between Mb and CHvol in intact specimens illustrates a weak positive 

173 correlation characterized by low correlation coefficients and high mean square error (a=-

174 1.06, b=0.66, r2=0.70, MSE=0.0161). Intact specimens do not plot consistently above 

175 the eviscerated pigeon slope (Figure 2) and are instead characterized by a high degree 

176 of scatter. When combining the eviscerated and intact specimens into one dataset, Mb 

177 and CHvol remain tightly correlated (a=-2.08, b=0.85, r2=0.92, MSE=0.0084).

178

179 Total CHvol calculated for the mounted dodo skeletons are reported in Table 3 (see 

180 Supplementary Material S3 for segment-specific values) and an example of a 

181 photogrammetric model is illustrated in Figure 3. Using the ‘eviscerated’ predictive 

182 model, dressed Mb is estimated as 8.0 kg (95% prediction interval (PI) 4.6-13.9 kg), 8.7 

183 kg (95%PI 5.0-15.0 kg) and 10.8 kg (95%PI 6.1-19.0 kg) respectively for the NHM Tring, 

184 NHM South Kensington and Edinburgh dodos. Applying the ‘combined’ predictive 

185 equation results in wider and therefore more conservative prediction intervals (NHM 

186 Tring, 6.7 kg 95%PI 3.5-13.1 kg; NHM South Kensington, 7.3 kg 95%PI 3.7-14.3 kg; 

187 Edinburgh, 9.0 kg 95%PI 4.5-17.9 kg). 

188
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189 Figure 4 illustrates the distribution of segment-specific convex hull volumes as a 

190 proportion of total CHvol within the models. In extant pigeons trunk CHvol represents on 

191 average 69% of total CHvol. The NHM Tring dodo skeleton has a percentage trunk 

192 volume significantly lower than that of extant pigeons (67%, 1-tailed t-test, t=3.23, 

193 p<0.01), whilst percentage trunk volume in the NHM South Kensington and Edinburgh 

194 skeletons is significantly higher than extant pigeons (71% and 80%, t=-2.23 and -13.0 

195 respectively, p<0.05). With the exception of the tarsometatarsii of the NHM South 

196 Kensington skeleton, pelvic convex hull segments of the dodos comprise a significantly 

197 greater proportion of total CHvol than in extant pigeons (p<0.05). In contrast, dodo 

198 pectoral convex hull segments contribute proportionally less to total CHvol than in extant 

199 pigeons (p<0.0001) (Figure 4).
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200 Discussion

201 Predictive equation derived from modern CT dataset

202 To our knowledge the present study represents the first application of a predictive 

203 equation derived solely from whole-body CT to the problem of body mass estimation for 

204 extinct animals. Previous volumetric mass estimate studies have relied upon articulated 

205 skeletons of extant species to derive a calibration equation [6,21]. Yet articulated 

206 skeletons are often missing crucial specimen information, such as a recorded body 

207 mass. By working with frozen carcasses, body mass is directly measurable and 

208 uncertainties associated with mounting and posing of the skeletons can be avoided [22]. 

209

210 Our dataset consists of both ‘intact’ and ‘eviscerated’ pigeons as determined by 

211 examination of CT scans. Previous analyses of carcass composition have found 

212 eviscerated mass to represent 62-66% of live body mass in rock doves [34,35], yet no 

213 data exist regarding the possible scaling of internal organ mass across a range of body 

214 sizes in the Columbiformes. As can be seen in Figure 2, there is no consistent disparity 

215 between intact and eviscerated specimens, and the relationship between Mb and CHvol 

216 in intact pigeons is relatively weak (r2=70, p=0.019). This correlation improves 

217 considerably when accounting for phylogeny (Supplementary Material S2), but remains 

218 weaker than the relationship between Mb and CHvol characterizing eviscerated 

219 specimens. Live body mass has been shown to vary considerably in wild animals due to 

220 hydration, nutrition and gut content [36] and therefore some degree of scatter is to be 

221 expected in intact carcasses. Particularly striking is the variability in gizzard contents 

222 between similar-sized specimens visible in CT scans (see Figure 5). 
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223

224 This suggests intact pigeon Mb cannot be corrected for the presence of internal organs 

225 using a single factor representing average percentage eviscerated mass as a function 

226 of live mass (i.e. multiplying by values of 0.62 or 0.66 previously found in the literature). 

227 Additionally, attempting to correct intact Mb by substituting intact CHvol into the 

228 eviscerated regression model would be highly circular and result in artificially inflated 

229 correlation coefficients, if the equation were used in a predictive capacity. Therefore, we 

230 apply both the uncorrected OLS eviscerated model and combined (eviscerated and 

231 intact) model to bracket the range of likely dodo body masses. Interestingly, the very 

232 high correlation coefficient and low mean squared error of the eviscerated equation 

233 (r2=0.97, MSE=0.0046) suggest that once the variability associated with fluid and gut 

234 content is removed, the relationship between the mass of the remaining 

235 musculoskeletal system and CHvol is more tightly constrained.

236

237 Volumetric body mass estimation applied to the dodo

238 No reliable records of the body mass of dodo exist prior to its extinction in the 17th 

239 Century and subsequent mass estimates have varied considerably. Early accounts of 

240 the flightless bird suggested an average mass of 50 lb (22 kg) [37], although such 

241 accounts “have a tendency towards exaggeration” [10]. More recently a ‘slim’ dodo 

242 (mean 10.2 kg) was proposed on the basis of femoral, tibiotarsal and tarsometatarsal 

243 length scaling in modern birds [13]. However hind limb bone length has been shown to 

244 correlate poorly with body mass relative to other cross-sectional geometric properties 

245 and frequently contains a strong functional signal [38]. Alternatively, a predictive 
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246 equation based on femoral and tibiotarsal least circumference in ground-dwelling birds 

247 has suggested mass estimates between 9.5-12.3 kg [14].

248

249 The application of volumetric mass estimation techniques to the dodo has been rare. A 

250 sculpted scale model of a ‘slim’ dodo based upon mean skeletal measures was created 

251 to replicate sketches dating contemporaneously to its survival on Mauritius and resulted 

252 in mass estimated of 12.5-16.1 kg [12]. In the same study a ‘fat’ dodo model based on 

253 later ‘exaggerated’ artworks was predicted to weigh between 21.7-27.8 kg. 

254

255 Here we estimate mean eviscerated body masses for articulated composite dodo 

256 skeletons of between 8.0-10.8 kg.  Without further information regarding the effect of 

257 within-subject variability in gizzard, crop or gut content or interspecific scaling of viscera 

258 mass, any extrapolation to a live mass should be treated with caution. However, with 

259 this caveat in mind, a 33% increase in mass to account for missing organs (as 

260 quantified in extant C. livia) would take our results to 10.6-14.3 kg. This overlaps with 

261 the slim sculpted model based on contemporaneous accounts [12]. Including our 95% 

262 confidence intervals takes both the NHM Tring and South Kensington skeletons to a 

263 maximum of 18.2 kg and 19.9 kg whole body masses, still considerably below the 22kg 

264 suggested historically [37]. In contrast, the 95% confidence intervals of the Edinburgh 

265 dodo include 22kg once multiplied by 1.33.

266

267 Unlike all previous volumetric studies, our convex hulling technique does not require a 

268 value for body density to be assigned from the literature. Instead we directly derive the 
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269 relationship between Mb and CHvol in order to avoid uncertainty regarding assigning 

270 literature values, which have been shown to differ considerably across avian groups and 

271 with various methodologies for estimating body density [17]. However, this does 

272 implicitly rely upon the predictive equation being applied to a fossil of an extinct species 

273 that is closely related to (and can therefore be assumed to share a similar body density 

274 to) the modern dataset from which the predictive equation was derived. In this case of 

275 estimating dodo mass based on extant pigeons, we believe this assumption can be 

276 upheld. Alternatively, CHvol may be multiplied by a given value of carcass density to give 

277 a hard lower limit to body mass (as carcass volume cannot be less than convex hull 

278 volume). The sole literature value for intact feathered pigeon density is 648kg/m3 from 

279 Hamershock et al. [39], producing hard lower bounds to estimated body mass 5.8kg, 

280 6.3kg, and 7.9kg for the Tring, Kensington and Edinburgh composite skeletons 

281 respectively.

282

283 We consider the convex hulling technique to be superior to other sculpting-based 

284 volumetric methods (such as manual sculpting with clay [12] or digital sculpting with 

285 non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBs) curves [19]) for the purpose of mass estimation 

286 as soft tissues and hypothesized respiratory systems need not be reconstructed for 

287 fossils of extinct  species.  When values for centre of mass (COM) and segment inertial 

288 properties are required for further biomechanical analyses, NURBs may be required in 

289 order to achieve a representative mass distribution across the skeleton. In such 

290 situations it is essential that soft tissue reconstructions are based on quantitative 

291 comparative dissection data from relevant modern species in order to minimize 
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292 subjectivity in model creation. However, for the sole purpose of mass estimation, 

293 convex hulling should be the preferred technique.

294

295 Composite and articulated skeletons 

296 The dodo specimens included in this study are composite skeletons, comprising skeletal 

297 material from more than one individual and including sculpted or cast elements. 

298 Therefore, our study is limited to estimating the body mass of the hypothetical animal 

299 represented by each articulated skeleton, rather than a known individual. Currently 

300 there exists only one near-complete dodo skeleton comprising a single individual (the 

301 Thirioux dodo), upon which research is currently still continuing [40].  

302

303 Whilst the use of composite skeletons should clearly be treated with caution when used 

304 in biomechanical analyses, their composite nature does not entirely rule out their use, 

305 particularly in the case of mass estimation. A recent large-scale macroevolutionary [41] 

306 study of body size in a fossil lineage relied upon mass data derived solely from humeral 

307 and femoral circumferences of one individual specimen per species. While this 

308 approach is often the only one feasible, given the highly fragmentary nature of the fossil 

309 record, taking one individual as being representative of an entire species leaves us 

310 vulnerable to the possibility of high levels of intraspecific variation.

311

312 In contrast, a volumetric reconstruction based on a composite skeleton is likely to reflect 

313 a species average by virtue of being a combination of several individuals and will be 

314 less skewed by isolated robust or gracile elements. If subsequent biomechanical 
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315 analyses are to be carried out (such as FEA on a particular musculoskeletal unit), then it 

316 is important that the body mass entered into the analyses is representative of that 

317 specific individual. However, for the case of volumetric body mass estimation alone, a 

318 representative species mean can be derived from a composite skeleton.

319

320 Of more concern is the frequency of missing, deformed or reconstructed material within 

321 a fossil mount. Known issues with the dodo mounts included in this study include 

322 missing ribs (Edinburgh skeleton), missing carpals (NHM South Kensington skeleton), 

323 deformation of the fragile pubis (NHM South Kensington skeleton) or the loss of the 

324 most of the ischium, pubis and caudal vertebrae (NHM Tring skeleton).  For a given 

325 object, the extent of the convex hull fitted to that object is dictated solely by its 

326 geometric extremes. In many ways this is advantageous for volumetric fossil 

327 reconstructions as damage occurring within the bounds of the convex hull does not 

328 affect our volume estimate. However when extremities are missing (such as the caudal 

329 tip of the pubis), the shape and volume of the convex hull are strongly affected. This is 

330 evident in the low percentage trunk volume of the NHM Tring skeleton (Figure 5) 

331 compared to those of extant pigeons and other dodos. 

332

333 Whilst some evidence of paedomorphosis (retention of juvenile characters as an adult) 

334 of pectoral elements and peramorphosis (characters that mature past adulthood) of 

335 pelvic elements in the dodo is discernable relative to extant volant pigeons, Figure 5 

336 predominantly illustrates the important contribution of trunk volume to total mass 

337 estimates. The Edinburgh skeleton has a proportionally more voluminous trunk than that 
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338 of extant pigeons and other dodo skeletons, and therefore all other skeletal elements 

339 contribute proportionally less to total CHvol. The more voluminous trunk relative to other 

340 specimens may be attributed to the anterior positioning of the sternum due to 

341 constraints associated with the armature supporting the mount. The opposite is true of 

342 the NHM Tring skeleton, in which damage to the extremities of the pelvic girdle result in 

343 a reduced trunk volume. This highlights the sensitivity of volumetric reconstructions of 

344 fossils of extinct species to trunk morphology, and should be a concern when working 

345 with both composite and complete fossil specimens.
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346 Summary

347 Here we present the first volumetric reconstruction of fossil body mass based entirely on 

348 modern whole-animal CT data. The eviscerated body mass of three articulated 

349 composite dodo skeletons is estimated to fall between 8.0-10.8 kg. When accounting for 

350 missing organ mass, our mean values still fall towards the lower range of previously 

351 published mass estimates. As the availability and cost of CT improves, we believe this 

352 non-subjective convex hull approach will become increasingly commonplace. Mass 

353 estimation of extinct species from fossils relies upon two key components; a reliable 

354 calibration equation derived from extant species, and an accurate reconstruction of the 

355 extinct individual from its fossil. We discuss the issues surrounding the use of 

356 articulated composite skeletons, and highlight the particular importance of trunk 

357 morphology to volume reconstructions. We suggest future efforts should focus on 

358 quantifying ribcage and sternal geometry in extant groups in order to bracket the 

359 possible trunk shape in fossils of extinct species.
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484 Figure 1. Example of the convex hulling process applied to the CT scanned carcass of a 
485 Victoria crowned pigeon (Goura victoria) from which the skeleton has been 
486 segmented. A and C, skeleton in dorsal and lateral view respectively and; B and 
487 D, corresponding convex hulls fitted to the functional units of the skeleton. Note 
488 convex hulls fitted to the feet in 1D are strongly influenced by the positioning of 
489 the toes (see in text for discussion).

490
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491 Figure 2. OLS regression results. Body mass (g) against convex hull volume (mm3). For 

492 slope equations see Table 2. Filled circles and solid line, eviscerated carcasses; 

493 crosses and dashed line, intact carcasses; dot-dash line, combined sample.

494
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495 Figure 3. A, Photogrammetry model of the Tring dodo skeleton (S/1988.50.1); B, 

496 volumetric convex hulls fitted around the skeleton. 

497
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498 Figure 4. The distribution of segment CHvol as a proportion of total CHvol within the 

499 convex hulled skeletons of extant pigeons and articulated dodo skeletons. Mean values 

500 are illustrated for extant pigeons. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals of the 

501 mean. The underdevelopment of the pectoral girdle (humerus, radius and ulna and 

502 carpometacarpals) in dodo relative to extant pigeons is particularly striking. 

503
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504 Figure 5. Volumetric renderings of a rock dove (Columba livia, A-B) and collared dove 

505 (Streptopelia decaocto, C-D) generated from CT scans. A and C illustrate the outer soft 

506 tissue contours of the carcass, while B and D illustrate the position of the gizzard and 

507 associated gizzard contents. There is considerable variation in the quantity and size of 

508 gizzard stones between intact pigeon specimens within the dataset. Renderings were 

509 generated in OsiriX [42]

510
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511

Species name Common name Body mass (g) Preparation CHvol (mm3) CHvol – feet (mm3)

Goura victoria Victoria crowned pigeon 1951 Eviscerated 1487180 1436777

Streptopelia decaocto* Collared dove 201 Intact 203875 196791

Columba livia Rock dove 290 Intact 115945 113074

Columba palumbus* Wood pigeon 305 Intact 337993 328279

Ducula bicolor Pied imperial pigeon 450 Eviscerated 337377 329220

Petrophassa rufipennis Chestnut-quilled rock pigeon 314 Eviscerated 303511 286104

Otidiphaps nobilis Pheasant pigeon 401 Eviscerated 344368 329238

Nesoenas mayeri Pink pigeon 200 Eviscerated 197171 185981

Ducula sp. Imperial pigeon 336 Eviscerated 314985 305344

Caloenas nicobarica Nicobar pigeon 539 Eviscerated 383736 367753

Phaps chalcoptera Common bronze-winged pigeon 249 Intact 213953 208942

Ducula aenea Green imperial pigeon 483 Intact 348268 336968

Columba guinea Speckled pigeon 158 Intact 105156 102041

Zenaida graysoni Socorro dove 176 Eviscerated 105776 102441
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Gallicolumba sp. Bleeding heart dove 215 Eviscerated 163764 152136

Phapitreron leucotis White-eared brown dove 107 Eviscerated 69424 67088

Ptilinopus sp. Fruit dove 71 Eviscerated 47816 46635

Ptilinopus superbus Superb fruit dove 137 Eviscerated 77882 74691

Treron vernans Pink-necked green pigeon 167 Eviscerated 104991 101984

Ocyphaps lophotes Crested pigeon 107 Intact 67451 64011

512 Table 1. Specimen list of modern pigeons sourced from National Museums Scotland, Edinburgh. CHvol, minimum convex 

513 hull volume of the skeleton; CHvol – feet, minimum convex hull volume minus the volume of the feet. * indicates specimens 

514 were sourced from the University of Manchester. All other specimens were loaned from National Museums Scotland, 

515 Edinburgh.

516

517

518

Model a a (95%) b b (95%) r2 p MSE AICOLS AICPGLS

Eviscerated -2.31 -2.90 - -1.72 0.89 0.78-1.00 0.97 <0.001 0.0049 -28.42 -24.66
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- minus feet -2.31 -2.87 - -1.74 0.90 0.79-1.00 0.97 <0.001 0.0046 -29.38 -25.35

Intact -1.08 -3.69 - -1.53 0.66 0.16-1.16 0.70 0.019 0.0163 -5.29 -9.76

- minus feet -1.06 -3.62 - -1.50 0.66 0.17-1.15 0.70 0.018 0.0161 -5.41 -10.03

Combined -2.08 -2.75 - -1.42 0.85 0.72-0.98 0.92 <0.001 0.0086 -34.42 -30.12

- minus feet -2.08 -2.73 - -1.42 0.85 0.73-0.98 0.92 <0.001 0.0084 -34.94 -30.46

519 Table 2. Ordinary least squares regressions of log10 body mass (g) against log10 convex hull volume (CHvol, mm3). 95%, 

520 95% confidence intervals of the intercept and slope; MSE, mean square error of the regression; AIC, Akaike Information 

521 Criterion calculated for Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) and Phylogenetically Generalised Least Squares (PGLS).

522

523

524

Model Accession number CHvol (mm3) CHvol – feet (mm3) Eviscerated Mb (g) * 95% PI (g)

NHM Tring dodo S/1988.50.1 8942820 8445134 7980 4653- 13685

NHM Kensington dodo NHM A.9040 9730367 9283795 8687 5027-15011
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Edinburgh dodo NMS.Z.1993.13 12147000 11787000 10760 6106-18961

525 Table 3. Mb estimated using ‘eviscerated’ equation minus feet (Table 2) and applying correction factor e(MSE/2) to 

526 account for back-transformation of a log-linear model into a power function [43], where MSE is the mean square error 

527 reported in Table 2. 95%PI, 95% prediction intervals.

528

529

530

531
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